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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SUBMITTING DANCE EVENTS 
in the call for proposals for the 4th edition of the tańczMY campaign 

INTERNATIONAL DANCE DAY 2022

 

The National Institute of Music and Dance, hereinafter referred to as the Institute, hereby announces 
a call for dance events within the framework of the nationwide tańczMY campaign, held as part of the 
International Dance Day, hereafter referred to as the “tańczMY campaign” or “tańczMy.” The call is 
addressed to cultural institutions, non-governmental organizations, informal artistic groups and 
natural persons. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

§ 1 

1. The call for applications is open, i.e. any cultural institution, non-governmental organization, 
informal artistic group or natural person, hereinafter referred to as the Organizer, which organizes 
dance-related activities taking place between April 22 - May 8, 2022, subject to § 5. 2 below. 

2. tańczMY does not provide for any reimbursement of costs incurred by the Organizer of the event. 

3. The Institute will provide the Organizer with an electronic version of the tańczMY logotype and 
promotional materials by e-mail. 

4. The Institute will provide promotional support (via the Institute’s social media channels) and media 
publicity (taniecPOLSKA.pl and nimit.pl websites). A Facebook event will be created, with daily 
publications and tagging of the Organizer. 

5. The Organizer will tag the Event with the tańczMY logo and the credit "The tańczMY campaign 
DanceMy is held under the patronage the National Institute of Music and Dance." 

6. The Organizer will tag the event in the Organizer’s social media channels with appropriate tags: 

a) for Facebook: #tanczMY #tańczMY and @NIMITpolska, 

b) for Instagram: #tanczMY #tańczMY and @national_institute_of_music_and_dance. 

7. The Institute will tag events on its social media channels with appropriate tags: 

a) for Facebook: #tanczMY #tańczMY, along with the tagging provided by the Organizer in the 
application form, 

b) for Instagram: #tanczMY #tańczMY, along with the tagging provided by the Organizer in the 
application form. 
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8. The Organizer will provide the Institute with photographs from the Event for documentation and promotional 
purposes by sending them the following e-mail address: tanczmy@nimit.pl. The Organizer will obtain the 
consent of the Event participants to record and disseminate their image for promotional purposes of the 
Event (jointly for the Organizer and the Institute). 

9. Submitting an Event will be deemed tantamount to accepting these Regulations. 

ELIGIBLE EVENTS 

§2 

The Organizer may submit any event of a dancing nature (hereinafter referred to as an Event) to the tańczMY 
campaign; special consideration will be given to:  

a) artistic events (performances, performances, outdoor actions), 

b) educational events (workshops, screenings/exhibitions, meetings, lectures, seminars, conferences, dance 
competitions), 

c) social events (flash-mobs, jams, social events), 

d) online events. 

CONCEPTUAL PREMISES 

§3 

1. The idea of the 4th edition of the tańczMY campaign organized by the Institute is to unite the dance community 
around the important idea of celebrating the International Dance Day. 

2. The slogan tańczMY (en. “let’s dance”) suggests a communal character, which is to guide the unification of the 
dance community under the banner of the tańczMY campaign 

SUBMISSIONS TO THE tańczMY CAMPAIGN 

§4 

1. In order to submit an Event to the campaign, it is necessary to send the completed Form via Google Forms by 
April 10, 2022.  

2. Notifications concerning the acceptance of the Events will be sent via email by April 12, 2022. 

§ 5 

1. If, due to reasons remaining beyond the Organizer's control and related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Event 
cannot take place as scheduled (see the date indicated in § 1.1 above), the Organizer will promptly notify the 
Institute of this fact by sending an e-mail to tanczmy@nimit.pl along with the new date of the Event, provided 
that this date cannot exceed the time frame of the campaign. 

2. In the event referred to in point 1 above, the Institute will promptly decide whether the rescheduled Event will be 
included in the tańczMY campaign. 


